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Objectives

The near-surface seismic structure can strongly affect the ground motions yet remains poorly
constrained in regions lacking information on lithological stratification. State-of-art velocity models,
e.g., the SCEC Community Velocity Model CVM-S4.26-M01 (CVM-S) are typically unable to resolve the
uppermost 𝑉! values and therefore deliver unrealistically high velocity estimates for sites outside the
basins (type B sites). We developed a velocity taper method that apply a generic overlay on the
shallow velocities, targeting primarily type B sites, based on the study by Ely et al. (2010) , which is
examined using 3D 0-1 Hz deterministic simulations of the 2014𝑀" 5.1 La Habra earthquake.
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Conclusions
• Type B sites are poorly constrained in CVM-S, resulting in unrealistically high

near-surface velocity and thus underprediction of ground motions above 0.2 Hz.
• A uniform 1000 m velocity taper significantly improves the fit at type B sites,

without compromising the fit at well-constrained type A sites.
• Future works should explore the benefit of using a spatially variable 𝑧#.
Reference:
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Type A sites (220 / 259): 
• mostly within basins
• good geotechnical constraints

Type B sites (39 / 259): 
• typically outside basins
• poor constraints (unrealistically high, constant near-surface 𝑉!)

Type A

Vs30 measurement, as compared to the surface 𝑉! in CVM-S, suggests much slower shallow 𝑉! at 
type B sites.
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Ely et al. (2010) proposed a method to taper the near-surface Vs 
based on the 𝑉!%' measurements to merge with the velocity 𝑉!#
from the CVM-S at depth 𝑧#:
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where 𝑧′ is the depth. Here, we propose to use Eq. 1 only when 
exceeded by the Vs values in CVM-S, and to re-calibrate 𝑧# to 
improve the fit between simulations and data.
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Separation of the velocity profiles below 259 stations that recorded the La Habra earthquake into Type A (inside
basins) and B sites (outside basins).

Surface 𝑉! in CVM-S. 𝑉!"# values from Thompson (2018).

No change in 𝑉!
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Three-component bias of FAS between simulations and data for (left) Type A and (right)
Type B sites.

Three-component bias of FAS for 𝑧$ of 350 m, 700 m, and 1000 m. Notice the reduction in 
bias (red circles) for 𝑧$ of 700 m and particularly 1000 m.
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